
AN OLD ROAD FROM LANCASTER
TOWARDS INGLETON;

A POSSIBLE ROMAN ROUTE?
Dr. Keith Horsfield

Two important Roman roads pass norlhwards through Lancashire, that from Ribchester to Carlisle,
and an approximately parallel route from Walton-le-Dale to Lancaster. A road from Lancaster goes
up the Lune valley via Caton to the fort at Burrow, while the Ribchester-Carlisle road passes one
mile to the east of Burrow, and is assumed to send a branch road thereto. These roads are shown in
Figure 1. In addition, a road from Lancaster to Bainbridge has long been assumed, and the
north-east section of this route, from Ingleton to Bainbridge, is well known, but as pointed out by
Margary (1), the western end of the road has not been satisfactorily established. Shotter and White

(2) suggest that a branch from the Lune
valley road arises north of the river Greta,
crosses the Ribchester-Carlisle road
somewhere near Cantsfield, and heads for
Ingleton, while Margary (1) suggests a

more southerly course running eastwards
between the rivers Greta and Wenning.
There is no evidence on the ground to
support either of these suggestions.

One day while out walking I came across an
old road at the head of Roebumdale, which
seemed to have some features of a Roman
road; I therefore set about tryrng to trace it. I
found that the road leads along Littledale to
Roeburndale, crosses the rivers Roeburn,
Hunt's Gill Beck, and Hindbum, crosses the
Ribchester to Carlisle Roman road in the
vicinity of Lower Stock Bridge Farm, and
heads towards High Bentham and lngleton.
In the south-western section, from Littledale
to Lower Stock Bridge Farm, there are
numerous featres to be seen on the ground.
In the nor*r-eastern section, from Lower
Stock Bridge Farm to lngleton, remains
become scarce, probably because the

fa:rnland has been more cultivated. There is as yet no evidence that this road is of Roman origin,
but as it presents a wholly new and separate route from Lancaster to Ingleton (Figure l) it is worth
recording pending further investigations. In describing the route I will call it the Lancaster-Ingleton
road and use the word "agger" to mean a raised length of road. As no sections have been cut, the
manner of its constnrction is unknown. There are numerous "missing" sections and there can be no
certainty that the parts described here all belong to the same road. Nevertheless, it will be assumed,
until evidence to contrary comes to light, that they do.

LANCASTER

lGourn Roman road
Presumed Roman road
Lancasbrlngleton road
Short c-ut road
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Description of the road

The route of the conjectured road out of Lancaster is not known, though it may have branched off
the road to Lincoln, which is supposed to go over the Trough of Bowland (3). It may then have
followed the present route of Littledale Road (Figure 2) which has some straight sections. The first
remains are to be found at SD54456165, where a slight agger and ditch follow the line of a fence,
and then continue as a track under Little Cragg to Cragg Farm. The line down to Artle Beck is lost,
though a reasonable fording place can be seen just downsteam of the modern road bridge. The next
feature is an overgrown terrace at 55506240, leading towards the modern road at Crossgill. Where
this road makes an acute tum left up the hill, a lane continues straight ahead which can be followed
as a track or a path along most of the length of Littledale, much of it on public footpath. Opposite
Littledale Hall, and before a gate, an agger and ditch are again seen. After the gate the route is
problematical, there being two parallel paths. The lower is marshy, for which reason I favour the
upper. A well-marked terrace rises to the left opposite Littledale Hall, with kerbstones and a ditch,
and then disappears above the woodland at 57006215. Faint taces may be seen on the fell side at
57406215 and a short terrace leads to the edge of the beck at 57706215.

A beautifully engineered single zigzag terrace, with obvious kerbstones, leads up the breast of the
hill north of the public footpath, rejoining it at the top. The first edition O.S. 6" map shows the
track continuing across the field to Deep Clough Farm (Figure 3) though it cannot be seen today.
The public footpath continues to a ford at 58756240, but the Lancaster-Ingleton road probably goes
a little north of this, beside an over-deepened ditch following the line of a fence. Then a suggestion
of an agger and ditch continues over marshy ground to meet the public footpath going down to a
ford, which crosses a beck in a small valley. Here the track is obvious, with a terrace diverting
upsteam but downhill to the ford, with a mirror image terrace on the opposite bank. These terraces
form a "v" shaped diversion to cross the stream valley, a well-documented feature of Roman roads.
Beyond, the road can be seen as a groove crossing the next field. It seems as though the stone wall
at 59106270 is built on top of the agger. From here the route to Winder Farm cannot be made out,
though it may follow the modern track and road.

From Winder a track heads nearly due north, tums into a hollow way and then becomes the most
obvious section of agger on the whole route, being raised by several feet in places. On the uphill
(west) side there is a continuous ditch, and also curb stones. Shortly before the ravine of Warm
Beck Gill the agger is lost in marsh, then the track reappears as a groove on the lip of the ravine.
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The ravine is traversed by the usual "v" shaped diversion on good terraces, the actual beck crossing
having been washed away. On the north side the road has been cut by erosion, but unforhmately at
this point, where the structr.re of the road might have been seen, it has deteriorated into a hollow
way, and there is little to see. At the top of the ravine the road is lost again, to be found a little way
downstream heading away from the edge of the ravine on a different line. Perhaps erosion over the
years has necessitated a change of route here. The road now follows the public footpath, marked
first by grooves in the field, and then by a farm track. The footpath makes a turn to the right above
Thornbush Farm, but the route continues on in a straight line along a hedge with an over-deepened
ditch, to the field wall at 59856480, where a short section of terrace is found. Beyond this wall the
road disappears completely in a marshy field, but as the tenain permits here, a straight line
projected across two fields and part of a third meets the public footpath again at 60256520, just
north-west of Back Farm. [r order to cross a beck, the track furns north-west to make anoiller "v"
shaped diversion. There are short sections of hollow way on each side of the shallow ravine.after
which the road is lost, but may follow a hedge line down to the edge of the escarpment of the valley
of the river Roeburn.

Figure Three
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There is a modern path down into the valley of the Roeburn, followed by various zigzag terrace
ways down to the river. These are in present day use, and for the most part it is impossible to make
out which the original route was. However, at about 606658, a nicely constructed and overgrown
tenace leads down to where Backbottom Bridge went to Backbottom House (lst edition O.S. map).
The bridge has been eroded away and the house is in ruins. On the east side of the river a made-up
terrace leads downstream and the path then turns north-east as a deep hollow way through
woodland. At the top of the wooded bank it enters a field across which a slight but definite agger
can be seen heading towards the field gate. In conditions of suitably angled light, ridge and funow
can be seen on the right of the agger and coming up to it , but not beyond. If the ridge and furrow
had been made first, one would have expected them to be seen on the left side of the road as well,
as the road would have been made on top of them. But as they come up to the agger and stop, it
suggests that the road was extant at the time the ridge and furrow were made. Further up the
hillside, after a slight change in direction, a well-marked agger appears, with a shallow ditch and
curb stones. This continues up the hill to meet the modern road at 612662 (Figure a).

The next section goes across private land. The first part is lost, but is picked up again three fields
further on at the top of a terrace at 61806635. This is another well-made terrace, partially cut into

the hillside, and partially built up
on the downhill side, with
kerbstones and metalling. The
road then cuts through a bank as

it approaches Hunfs Gill Beck,
which it crosses by a ford. On
the far bank it continues
upstream, parallel to the beck,
for about 50 metes, on a well-
constructed level terrace. At this
point there is a most interesting
finding. The road appears to
make a right-angled turn to the
left, north of north-east, and
continues up the field as a
hollow way to meet the modern

Old road passing Littledale Church road at 61956650. Margary(a)
states that "where a known
Roman road makes a distinct
angle for no very obvious reason -

(Photo P Hudson)

- - it may be worth considering whether a fork or junction may have existed at that point, the other
limb being obscured just there - -". This appears to be the case, for the continuation of the road
straight on is lost across the field here, but is picked up again at another hollow way on the other
side of the modern road at 62156645. We will return to this a little later and for now prusue the
branch road.

The line of the hollow way up the field, a little north-west of Lane House, continues on the far side
of the modern road as a groove, and then a hedge line. As this comes on to well-cultivated fields all
traces disappear and the course becomes something of a puzzle. However, if it is projected in a
straight line on the map, it is found to meet ttre top of another well-made terrace on private land at
62506735, and this leads down to the flood plain of the river Hindburn. On the north-east side of
the river, a hollow way on a steep terrace is found at 63306755. This can be taced across the next
freld to a gate, but after that fades out in the field north of Thimble Hall.
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The slight remains of a track can be seen in the field at 638677, and is then more definitely seen on
the public footpath at 63856795. From Long Lane the track is seen curving down towards the

modern road as several parallel paths, turning from north to north-easterly. The line is then lost, but
there is a most interesting uncultivated stip of land directly on the east side of, and parallel to,
Long Lane, and this must be highly suspicious as the course of the road. It meets the line of the
Ribchester-Cadisle road at 64106845, where, if the Lancaster-Ingleton road is indeed Roman,'
another junction must be situated.

We now retum to where we left the main part of the road at a hollow way at 62156645. This climbs
steeply up to the top of a bank, joining the modern road again al 622663. Here the modern road is

staight for half a mile, apart from a jiggle in the middle section, and may lie on the course of the

old road. Accordingly, I projected the line of the modern road on the map to the top of Cod Gill at
639660, the most downstream easy crossing point, and then followed this line on the gror:nd.

Although there is no trace of an old road to be seen, it is most interesting as the projected line
passes through foiu field gates and a gap in a hedge, highly suggestive of an old route.

Just beyond Cod Gill a public footpath is joined which bends slightly to the left and goes to the top
of a terrace at 64256605. As the terrace descends to the river Hindburn it becomes a hollow way
which is badly worn and very muddy; an apparently newer zigzagterrace has been made on its east

side. There now seem to be two possible routes over the river, neither of which is very convincing.
The modern 1:25000 O.S. map shows a ford at 6M56605, but the banks here are steep and there is
no sign of a ford nor any place where one could have existed. Perhaps river erosion has changed the
topography. However, a good line may be drawn from the indicated site of the ford, up a hollow
way in the woods on the far bank, along a hedge line belonging to the bungalow below Lower
Stock Bridge Farm, to cross the Ribchester-Carlisle Roman road at the farm. It then goes along the
farm track to the modern road, and follows a hedge line on the other side of the road at 65106650,
near the ill-defined top of the ridge.

This point would be suitable for a

slight turn northward to head towards

the bridge at High Bentham. In the
vicinity of the site where this line
crosses the known Roman road, at the
bam of Lower Stock Bridge Farm,
there is an earthwork, too small and of
the wrong shape to be a Roman fort,
and probably later than the road which
is obliterated by the earthwork.
Alternatively, at the flood plain of the
river Hindbum, the road may tum
briefly southwards and cross an easily
fordable part wrder the shadow of
Colegate Scar. This is the only place name I have found along the route suggestive of a Roman

route. The road would then go up to Hole House Farm and to the Ribchester-Carlisle road by an

unknown path.

The top of the ridge above Lower Stock Bridge Farm on the line already described is at about

65306655, and a good line can be drawn from here, through Trurstall House, Oakhead, and Belle
View Farm, to the bridge crossing the river Weruring at High Bentham. Bentham Bridge is an

important river crossing, and it is not unusual for Roman river crossings to remain in use down the

centuries.
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Visible remains of the Lancaster-Ingleton road are few and far between along this secfion, but on
the path between Tunstall House and Oakhead there is a section of terracing on the public footpath
curving gently round the hill side. Having drawn the line on the map as representing the most likely
route, I investigated on the ground where it cuts Moulter Beck at 66456830. There is a slight
hollow in t}le field by the footpath south-west of the beck, and a marked hollow, much overgrown,
between the path and the beck, leading down to the latter. There seems to be no good reason for
such a hollow on the line I had drawn, other than a thoroughfare. There is nothing to be seen on the
far bank on the edge of a cultivated field.

Obviously there is nothing to be found in the built-up part of High Bentham, but a slight northward
change of direction at the bridge would take the proposed line up Robin Lane, or immediately to
the east of it, under the houses or their gardens. The track is picked up again on the public footpath
at 66956965, where it heads for Bentham golf course as a grooved way across the hillside. It is lost
again at the golf cowse, where, perhaps surprisingly, there is some good ridge and furrow. Frirther
on beyond the golf course a terrace a|67257020 @igure 5) leads down to a minor beck. Across this
a short length of hollow way may be seen at about 67357030. From the top of the hill the footpath
head straight for lngleton. Only one more feature is to be seen; this is the crossing of Aspland Beck,
which is to the west of the line of the path, but is the nearest fordable point. A zigzag terrace at
67757095leads down to the streafii, fords it, and climbs the opposite bank. A groove goes under
the next field fence heading north, and would have to tum again towards Ingleton, but it rapidly
fades out. A staight line can be drawn from here to the north-easterly third of the
B entham-lngleton fo otpath.
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This line touches the modern road at 68757220, crosses some fields, and then lies on the line of the

modem road in Ingleton from 69057265 to 69457320. Although this road has several bends on it, it
nevertheless has a definite line, as can be seen from the O.S. map (Figne 5). It leads close to where

the Roman road comes down to the river Doe, the most south-westerly part of the known Roman

road to Bainbridge.

DISCUSSION

Problems with this road

Up until now a separate route from Lancaster to Ingleton has not been envisaged. Certainly the

route is less straightforward than the best route up the Lune valley, has more ups and downs, and

reaches an altitude of 290 metes. The need for river crossings and the direction of the Littledale

valley influence its course. There are some relatively straight sections, however, notably between

Hunt's Gill Beck and the river Hindburn, and from the ridge above Lower Stock Bridge Farm to

lngleton.

Until further evidence comes to light in the fonn of artefacts, perhaps coins, dating this road will
remain extemely diffrcult. It could be medieval in origin. Talking to the local farmers at the head

of Roeburndale, I was surprised to learn that the section from Littledale to Thornbush was still in
use earlier tlis century. One farmer remembers people travelling from Littledale by this road to
catch the train in the Lune valley.

'Further work

More information could be gained by cutting sections of the road and by aerial photography.

Sections would demonstrate how the road was constructed, but not when, unless one was fortunate

enough to find some artefacts related to the builders
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Aerial photography, particularly of crop marks, has the potential to fill in the line of some of the
missing parts of the route and thereby confirm the continuity of the road. Scrutiny of the county
aerial photographic suruey in colour at a scale of 1/10000 proved to be unhelpful. These pictures
are taken from more or less directly overhead and archaeological featr.res such as crop marks do not
show up well.

Relation to other Roman roads

Until fairly recently it had been thought that the Ribchester-Carlisle Roman road had been
constructed before the Walton-le-Dale to Lancaster road(S) (see Figure 1). But more recently
opinion has been tuming towards thinking that the more westerly road came first(6). This raises
some interesting questions. Did the road stop at Lancaster, or did it continue northwards via the
Lune valley, Burrow, and Low Borrow Bridge to Carlisle, as described by Shotter?(6)
Alternatively, did the road north from Lancaster go at fust via Bainbridge, to be subsequenfly
crossed by the Ribchester-Carlisle road? If the road described in this paper is the Roman route from
Lancaster to Bainbridge, it would surely have been constructed before the road from Lancaster to
Burow up the Lwre valley, because a branch offthe latter, as currently supposed (Figure 1) would
offer an easier route from Lancaster to Ingleton.

Figure 6 shows a schematic of the Roman roads around
Burrow. The fort at Burrow does not lie on the north-south
road from Ribchester to Carlisle, and is indeed a mile from
it. If a road from Lancaster to Carlisle via Burrow was
constructed before the Ribchester to Carlisle road, then
there must have been a continuation of the road from
Burow northwards, perhaps to the vicinity of Casterton, as
indicated by the line A-B. Certainly a road in the form
A-C-B would not have been made. If this interpretation is
correct, then when the road northwards from Ribchester
was built, it might have been expected to have gone to or
near the fort at Burrow, perhaps from the vicinity of The
Ridding (line A-D). In fact, as far as can be seen on the
ground at the present time, none of the roads A-8, A-C, or
A-D exist, although they may of course have been
obliterated by cultivation. Thus the Ribchester-Carlisle
road may indeed have been the original route to Carlisle,
built after the Walton-1e-Dale- Lancaster road, with the fort
at Burrow having been constructed subsequently to control
the Lune valley.

The branch going offthe Lancaster-Ingleton road just after the crossing of Hunt's Gill Beck appears
to be making a short cut to the Ribchester-Carlisle road for travellers going north, saving at the
most two miles (Figure 4). This again is evidence in favor.u of the Lancaster-Ingleton road having
been made before the Lancaster-Burrow road, because the Lune valley route would be an easier
approach to the Ribchester-Carlisle road. If this interpretation should turn out to be correct, it also
implies that the Ribchester-Carlisle road was made before the Lancaster-Burow road.

Stopping places

The distance from Lancaster to Bainbridge by the route described here is about 38 modern miles,
implying that at least one stopping place would be needed. Dividing the joumey into two equal
sections puts the stopping place at Ingleton, which seems to be a suitable place for a possible fort or
marching camp.

Known Roman road
Hypothetical road
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However, there are no records of any Roman military finds there. In any case, two nineteen-mile
marches, over tough terrain in both sections, would be very demanding. Breeze(7) states that a

Roman day's march was notionally 14 miles, though it could stray up to 20, but in Cumbria often
only 7-10 miles. This lesser distance implies a response to the more difficult mountainous terrain. It
might therefore be that, if the Lancaster-Ingleton road is Roman, the difficult Lancaster-Bainbridge
route was divided into tlree sections of about 12-13 miles. This would put the stopping places at
Lower Stock Bridge Farm, a convenient place on the crossroads with the Ribchester-Carlisle road,
and Ribblehead. There are no known marching camps or forts at either of these places, though it
raises interest in the earthworks at Lower Stock Bridge.

Summary

The road described here offers a possible alternative route for the Roman road between Lancaster
and lngleton en route to Bainbridge. Much of it still remains to be located, especially at the lngleton
end, and also between Lancaster and Littledale. It is hoped that aerial photography will one day be

employed to help find the missing sections, and that some artefacts will come to light to assist

dating.
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Legends to the figures

Figurel. Schematic representation of some Roman roads in the North-West. The road described in this paper is the

Lancaster-Littledale road via Lower Stock Bridge, along with the short cut branch to the Ribchester-Carlisle road.

Figure 2. 1D5000 map of Littledale, reduced by 20o/o. The thick dashed line in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 represents the

Littledale-Ingleton route. Reproduced from Ordnance Suwey maps by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of The

Conboller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office ( Crown Copyright, licence No. MC 88701M.)

Figure 3. 1/25000 map of the head of Littledale and adjoining Roeburndale, reduced by 20%. Reproduced from
Ordnance Survey maps by pemrission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of The Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery
Office ( Croum Copyright, licence No. MC 88701M.)

Figure 4. l/25000 map of the area between Wray and High Bentham, reduced by 20%. Reproduced from Ordnance

Survey maps by pemdssion of Ordnance Survey on behalf of The Contoller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office (Crown

Copynght, licence No. MC 88701M.)

Figure 5. 1/25000 map of the area south-west of Ingleton" reduced by 20%. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey maps

by permission of Ordnance Suruey on behalf of The Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office ( Crown Copyright,
licence No. MC 88701M.)

Figure 6. Schematic representation of Roman roads around Burrow, showing hypothetical roads A-B, A-C, and A-D
(see text).
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